
First Term                                                                                      Date: ....../11/2019           

Name:...................................                      Mock Test                         class:  4/…...                                                          

I-Reading (10 Marks) 

                     A-Vocabulary (4=Ms) 

Choose the correct answer from a ,b, c and d : (4x1=4 Ms) 

1- It’s …………………… to play in the street. 

a)  light                b) dangerous         c) rich             d) safe 

2- The Nile is the longest………………… . 

a) well                  b) mountain            c) river           d) wing 

3- We must …………………  clothes , food and money for the poor . 

a) die                   b) rob                    c) donate         d) taste 

4- I got a haircut at the  …………………………. 

b) barber             b) hive                   c) rock             d) spider 
                  B- Reading Comprehension(6Ms) 

words) 02(1then answer the questions below:carefully  following passageRead the  

The island of Sri Lanka is one of the places where Asian elephants can be 

found . They are big , grey animals which live in large forests near water . 

The forests are so big with trees that the sun never reaches the ground. 

They feed on fruits and  leaves of the plants . Elephants sometimes come 

out of forests and eat rice and corn of the farms.  Asian elephants like 

the coolness of water. They stay in a pool of water for hours sucking 

water with their trunks and splashing it over their bodies .  
a) Choose the correct answer from a , b , c and d (4x1=4 Ms):  

  1. The best title for this passage is:  

  a) The beautiful Island                                     b) The large forests 

  c) The Asian elephant                                       d) The corn of farms 

  3. The underlined word “They” in line (6) refers to:  

a) forests                      b) elephants              c) bodies             d) trunks                                               

   3. The underlined word “large” in line (2) means: 

    a) fast                           b) small                      c) big                  d) slow 

   4. Asian elephants live in forests near………………  

    a) water                        b) ground                    c) sun                  d) farm 

b) Answer the following questions(2x1=2Ms): 

   5. What do Asian elephants eat? 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------- 

   6. Why do elephants stay in a pool of water?  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

                                                         



First Term                                                                                      Date: ....../11/2019             

Name:..................................                      Model Answer                   class:  4/…...                                                          

I-Reading (10 Marks) 

                          A-Vocabulary (4=Ms) 

Choose the correct answer from a ,b, c and d : (4x1=4 Ms) 

5- It’s …………………… to play in the street. 

b)  light                b) dangerous         c) rich             d) safe 

6- The Nile is the longest………………… . 

c) well                  b) mountain            c) river           d) wing 

7- We must …………………  clothes , food and money for the poor . 

b) die                   b) rob                    c) donate         d) taste 

8- I got a haircut at the  …………………………. 

d) barber             b) hive                   c) rock             d) spider 
                  B- Reading Comprehension(6Ms) 

words) 02then answer the questions below:(1carefully Read the following passage  

The island of Sri Lanka is one of the places where Asian elephants can 

be found . They are big, grey animals which live in large forests near 

water . The forests are so big with trees that the sun never reaches 

the ground. They feed on fruits and  leaves of the plants . Elephants 

sometimes come out of forests and eat rice and corn of the farms.  

Asian elephants like the coolness of water. They stay in a pool of water 

for hours sucking water with their trunks and splashing it over their 

bodies .  
a) Choose the correct answer from a , b , c and d (4x1=4 Ms):  

  1. The best title for this passage is:  

  a) The beautiful Island                                     b) The large forests 

  c) The Asian elephant                                       d) The corn of farms 

  3. The underlined word “They” in line (6) refers to:  

a) forests                      b) elephants              c) bodies               d) trunks                                               

   3. The underlined word “large” in line (2) means: 

    a) fast                             b) small                   c) big                     d) slow 

   4. Asian elephants live in forests near………………  

    a) water                          b) ground                     c) sun                d) farm 

b) Answer the following questions(2x1=2Ms): 

   5. What do Asian elephants eat? 

----------------- They feed on fruits and  leaves of the plants .  
   6. Why do elephants stay in a pool of water?  

----------------Because they like the coolness of water . 


